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Since its  inception, the business case for enterprise content management (ECM) has been 
based on faster document retrieval when compared to paper-based recordkeeping or on 
workflow process automation, which expedites the completion of document-dependent 
transactions when compared to manual methods.  While those factors remain important, the 
closure of offices in response to the COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted another parameter for 
cost-justification of an ECM implementation: 
 

• With many offices empty or underutilized, organizations are reevaluating  the suitability 
and cost of their physical workplaces.  

 
• If remote working continues, an organization can dispose of unneeded office space or 

avoid the cost to reconfigure or expand its existing space to comply with public health 
requirements.   

 
• For this to occur, remote workers must have reliable online access to the documents 

they need to do their jobs.  An ECM implementation provides that capability.  
 
As explained in the following sections, ECM is an enabling technology for remote working and a 
cost-effective investment for organizations that want to reduce their office footprints.   
 
 
What is Remote Working? 
 
Broadly defined, remote working encompasses any work that is performed at a location other 
than an employer’s office. Working at home is the most frequently cited example, but it is not 
necessarily synonymous with remote working.  Working at home includes self-employed 
individuals who operate home-based businesses and employees who bring work home to 
complete after office hours. Other types of remote working, sometimes described as “third 
place working,” include working at a branch location or satellite office, working at customer 
sites, working while traveling, working at a commercial co-working site, working in temporary 
rental space, and working in the field to collect data, conduct research, perform inspections, or 
for other purposes.1

Depending on the circumstances of employment, remote working may be a permanent or 
temporary arrangement.  Some remote workers are expected to come to their employer’s 
office regularly or occasionally for meetings or other purpose.
 
While the COVID-19 pandemic has focused attention on working from home, remote working is 
neither a new idea nor a temporary response to a public health crisis.  The possibility of 
“telecommuting” or “teleworking” has been widely discussed for decades.  In the 1970s and 
1980s, futurists, public policy analysts, urban planners, and transportation engineers viewed 
telecommuting as a way to reduce energy consumption, traffic congestion, and air pollution.2  
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Occupational psychologists and social scientists have praised remote working as a way for 
employees to attain greater job satisfaction and achieve a reasonable work-life balance.  
Human resource specialists have promoted it as a way of attracting and keeping qualified 
workers with dependent-care responsibilities, mobility impairments, or other special 
requirements and constraints.3  Environmentalists have applauded its impact on sustainability.4 
 
Early enthusiasts for remote working were overly optimistic about the time frame for its 
adoption.  Some predicted that perhaps half of the white collar workforce could work from 
home by the late 1970s, but few did.  In the 1980 census, less than 2.5 percent of workers 
reported their homes as their primary place of employment, and most of those were home-
based businesses.5  A decade later, however, management expert Peter Drucker characterized 
commuting to office work as obsolete.6  By the late 1990s, remote working was increasingly 
accepted by employers and employees, with one widely cited source reporting that at least 11 
million U.S. workers were participating at some level.7  A 2002 survey found that 17.3 percent 
of full-time employees in the U.S. were teleworking at least part of the time, but 50.5 percent 
of survey respondents indicated an interest in a permanent remote working arrangement.8   
 
Many employees have jobs that allow them to work remotely at least part of the time if they 
care to do so,9 but the COVID-19 pandemic made remote workers’ preferences a non-issue, at 
least at its outset.  In order to contain the virus, many national and local governments enacted 
stay-at-home orders that included office closures.  By early May 2020, at least one-third of 
employees who previously commuted to offices were reportedly working from home.  In the 
Northeastern U.S., over 40 percent of office workers reported that they were working from 
home.10   
 
This does not appear to be a short-term development. In late July, less than 10 percent of 
employees had returned to office buildings in Manhattan even though work-at-home orders 
had been lifted, and few companies have required or permitted their employees to do so.11   A 
survey of 40,000 employees by the IBM Institute for Business Value found that 58 percent of 
respondents preferred to continue working from home as their primary work arrangement 
post-pandemic, and 80 percent indicated that they would like to work away from the office at 
least occasionally.12  A Gallup survey of U.S. remote workers found that half of the respondents 
preferred to continue working at home indefinitely.13  Recognizing this, some organizations are 
allowing their employees to continue working from home for a year or longer if they care do 
so.14 
 
 
The Document Problem 
 
From the start, proponents of teleworking understood that remote workers need information 
to do their jobs. Online access to computer databases partially filled that need, but the rapid 
progress of office automation that led to the replacement of typewriting by word processing 
and internal memoranda by email had little impact on filing cabinets filled with paper records.  
Remote workers had to go to their offices from time to time to consult or make copies of 
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transaction-related documents, customer records, case files, contract files, technical 
specifications, project records, and other documentation.15  Electronic document imaging 
systems were introduced in the early 1980s, but the technology’s high cost initially limited its 
adoption to large organizations, and the lack of affordable broadband connections precluded 
access by most remote workers.  Lower priced PC-based imaging systems became available in 
the 1990s, but they were slow to realize their market potential.  In the late 1990s, most 
business records were still maintained in physical form on paper or, less commonly, on 
microfilm.  Even documents that originated in electronic form were routinely printed for filing. 
 
This situation has changed in recent years.  While paper records have not disappeared, the 
increased capacity and decreased cost of computer storage have made electronic 
recordkeeping practical and commonplace.  Rather than being printed for filing, word 
processing files, spreadsheets, and other documents that are created or received in digital form 
are saved in their native formats or as PDF files in electronic folders on shared drives.  Paper 
documents received from external sources are often scanned and added to the same folders.  
VPN connections give remote workers online access to these shared resources. 
 
While these recordkeeping practices make documents available to remote workers, they have 
significant limitations: 
 

• In most organizations, shared drives are ungoverned repositories.  Individual employees 
decide how and where digital documents will be saved.  Few organizations have 
enterprise-wide rules for naming files and folders or well defined procedures for the 
types of documents to be included in specific folders. Many shared drives contain 
vaguely titled folders and files that were created and saved by former employees.  In 
some organizations, shared drives contain folders that are merely identified by a former 
employee’s name without any indication of their contents. 
 

• Within a given shared drive, folders that contain official records may be co-mingled with 
work in progress, drafts, superseded documents, duplicate records, personal files, 
material downloaded from web sites, and other unrelated or transitory content that 
does not warrant continued retention.  Very little housekeeping is typically done to 
remove these obsolete and redundant files and folders, which complicate the 
organization and retrieval of important documents. 

 
• Shared drives are decentralized repositories.  Documents pertaining to a given matter 

may be scattered in multiple locations.  This dispersal impedes interdepartmental 
information sharing and promotes duplicate scanning and storage of digital documents.   
This decentralized approach contrasts sharply with database management practices, 
which emphasize the creation of enterprise-wide information resources that are shared 
by multiple departments.   

 
• Shared drives provide limited indexing and retrieval functionality. Many documents are 

saved on a shared drive without metadata other than a file name, which may not 
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accurately represent a document’s purpose or contents. To retrieve a given document, 
an employee must browse through folders and files, which may not be well organized or 
appropriately labeled to identify their contents.  This is particularly difficult when an 
employee is looking for documents that were filed by others.  Complicated directory 
structures with subfolders nested to multiple levels can be confusing and time-
consuming to navigate. The Windows indexing feature can find documents on a shared 
drive that contain specific words, but it can be slow and does not support Boolean 
operators, relational expressions, or other advanced retrieval functionality. 

 
• Shared drives provide limited safeguards against unauthorized access to documents. 

Access privileges are defined by individual employees rather than by a central authority 
as the outcome of a coherent planning process.  Even where access to files and folders  
is limited, documents can be accidentally or intentionally deleted or modified by anyone 
who has full access to a given folder.   
 

•  Share drives do not provide effective mechanisms for tracking access to and use of 
documents, and there is no accountability for unauthorized viewing, printing, 
downloading, deletion, or modification of records.  Shared drives do not maintain an 
audit trail that identifies employees who have accessed specific folders or files, and they 
do not track failed access attempts by unauthorized persons.  These security lapses are 
particularly significant for documents that contain trade secrets, proprietary business 
plans and financial information, personally identifiable information, protected health 
information, payment card information, or any information that was given to an 
organization in confidence or with a reasonable expectation of non-disclosure. 
 

• Document storage on shared drives is not compatible with workflow processes in which 
digital documents are automatically routed among authorized participants in a 
prescribed sequence for review, comment, signed approval, or other action.   With 
employees working in multiple locations, automated routing combined with electronic 
signing is essential to expedite transaction processing and other business operations.  

 
These limitations also apply to the use of shared drives by office-based employees, but some of 
them can be mitigated in an office context.  An office worker can ask support staff or colleagues 
for assistance in locating documents that are saved on shared drives.  Remote working, by 
contrast, is a self-service environment.  Similarly, an office worker can physically trace the 
routing path of a document that is delayed or misplaced in the review and approval cycle.  That 
is not easily done by a remote worker.  Remote access to shared drives poses cybersecurity 
issues that may not apply in an office context. 
 
A well-planned ECM implementation can address these issues.16   An ECM application creates 
and maintains organized, searchable repositories that combine topical folders with in-depth 
indexing, access mechanisms, and workflow functionality for storage and retrieval of digital 
content needed by remote workers.  A properly implemented ECM repository is a managed 
resource with a defined scope.  Unlike a shared drives it is not an undifferentiated aggregation 
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of electronic content.  The documents to be included are determined by policies and 
procedures.  Access to specific digital content is limited to authorized employees on a need-to-
know basis as determined by their work responsibilities.  An ECM application can track the 
retrieval, viewing, printing, downloading,, modification, and replacement of electronic content. 
Unauthorized access attempts will be monitored. 
 
 
The Office Space Problem 
 
Office space is a strategic but expensive organizational asset.  Office space costs are an 
important component of an organization’s operating costs. Facility and property managers are 
responsible for planning, acquiring, designing, evaluating, renovating, furnishing, maintaining, 
and ultimately disposing of an organization’s physical workplace.  Efficient utilization of office 
space is an important part of that responsibility.   
 
Facility managers and real estate specialists have long recognized that many organizations have 
more office space than they need.  Unused space, which the real estate industry characterizes 
as “shadow space,” is a wasted resource.  Initiatives to reduce an organization’s office footprint 
accord with “lean thinking, ” a management approach that focuses on elimination of waste.17  
In addition to lower lease costs, smaller offices have lower utility costs, lower janitorial costs, 
lower renovation costs, lower costs for equipment and furniture, and possibly lower insurance 
costs. In recent years, some organizations have adopted a policy of “spaceless growth” to 
accommodate an expanded workforce within available office space.18  To accomplish this, an 
organization may reduce the square footage allocated to each employee, implement desk 
sharing and other non-territorial workspace policies, or encourage or require certain employees 
to work remotely.   
 
The beneficial impact of remote working on office space requirements and costs has been 
discussed for decades,19 but forced closure of offices during the COVID-19 pandemic has made 
cost-effective space utilization a critical business issue:  
 

• With a high percentage of employees working at home, much office space sits idle.  
Organizations are typically willing to accept this unused space during periods of 
economic uncertainty, and they may be forced to do so by lease obligations.  If remote 
working continues, however, organizations will look for ways downsize their offices to 
reduce costs, in which case the pandemic will have had the same impact on commercial 
office space as online shopping did on brick and mortar retail.  Some companies have 
already announced their intention to reduce their office operations through permanent 
remote working, and a post-pandemic recession may force others to do so.20 

 
• it is not clear, however, whether facility and property managers will need to get rid of 

office space previously occupied by remote workers or acquire more space in 
anticipation of their return.  If offices are reoccupied before the pandemic ends, social 
distancing requirements will increase the square footage allocated to individual 
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employees and reduce the number of employees that an existing office can 
accommodate.  Because of cleanliness concerns, employees who work remotely most of 
the time but come to the office occasionally may resist desk-sharing and other non-
dedicated workspace arrangements. Depending on the number of employees who 
return to the office, an organization may need to construct or lease additional space.   

 
• While facilities management practices vary, organizations typically allocate about 90 to 

300 usable square feet per office employee, with more space allocated to executive 
offices and less to clerical and support staff workstations.21  The cost of office space 
depends on a building’s location and physical characteristics.  Office costs are typically 
higher in urban business districts than they are in suburban office parks.  
 

•  According to CBRE Research, the average annual gross rental rate for Class A office 
space in 10 major U.S. metropolitan areas was $35.54 per square foot in July 2020.  
Downtown locations averaged $52.14 per square foot while suburban locations 
averaged $27.42 per square foot. 22  Based on the average rental rate for the 10 
metropolitan areas, the basic cost of office space per employee will range from about 
$3,200 per year for clerical workstations to $10,600 per year for executive offices.  
Assuming an average space allocation of 125 square feet across all employee 
classifications, the basic cost of office space is $4,440 per employee per year. 

 
• This is not a complete estimate of office occupancy costs. Gross rental rates may not 

include utilities, janitorial services, insurance, and other operating costs.  When these 
costs are added, the total cost of occupancy may be 1.5 times the gross rental rate or 
higher, in which case the average annual cost of office space per employee will exceed 
$6,200.  For an office with 100 employees, for example, the total cost of occupancy will 
be $620,000 per year.23 

 
• These calculations do not include the cost of pandemic-related modifications needed to 

safely reopen offices.  Those modifications include air sanitation improvements, 
enhanced cleaning services, space reconfiguration, and Installation of thermal sensors 
and other health metric devices.  In addition, physical distancing requirements specified 
by state or local government as a condition of reopening may increase the average 
space needed per employee by 50 percent or more.  This will raise the average annual 
cost of office space per returning employee to $9,300 or $930,000 for an office with 100 
returning employees.   
 

• In some locations, the cost of  reconfigured office space for returning employees will be 
higher than the average amounts cited above.  According to CBRE Research, the average 
annual rental rates in midtown Manhattan, San Francisco, and Cambridge, 
Massachusetts exceed $80 per square foot.  In those locations, the annual cost of floor 
space per returning employee will exceed $22,000 when physical distancing 
requirements and total occupancy costs are considered.  Office costs in some other 
countries are even higher. 
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The ECM Alternative  
 
To minimize these costs, some employees must continue to work remotely, assuming that they 
are able to do so efficiently and effectively.  If employees can work at home rather than 
returning to the office, an organization can dispose of excess office space when its leases expire 
or sooner if it is able to terminate its lease before expiration or sublease the excess space.  The 
organization will also avoid the cost of acquiring additional space or modifying existing space to 
comply with physical distancing requirements for returning employees while the pandemic is 
ongoing.  The resulting savings can be substantial. 
 
In this context, an ECM implementation that enables remote workers to complete document-
dependent transactions and tasks as reliably and productively as office-based employees is a 
cost-effective business investment.  Cost effectiveness analysis compares two competing 
methods of accomplishing a specified objective—usually, an existing system and one or more 
alternative.   The cost-effective method is the one that achieves the specified objective at the 
lowest cost.  In this case, the specified objective is accurate and efficient completion of 
document-dependent transactions and tasks, the existing system provides office space for 
employees who are responsible for completing such transactions and tasks, and the alternative 
is an ECM implementation that will allow such employees to complete the transactions and 
tasks remotely with the same degree of efficiency and effectiveness as they would in an office. 
To be considered cost-effective, the per-user cost of an ECM implementation to support 
remote workers must be lower than the per-employee cost of the office space such workers 
would otherwise occupy: 
 

• While the actual cost of an ECM implementation can only be determined by obtaining a 
firm quotation from a qualified supplier, a range of likely costs can be reasonably 
estimated.  ECM applications with equivalent functionality are available for on-premises 
installation or as a cloud-based subscription service.  For a cloud-based ECM 
implementation, typical per-user costs range from about $100 to $300 per month, or 
$1,200 to $3,600 per user per year, depending on the product, the number of users, the 
desired features, the amount of document storage required, and other factors.  The 
annual  subscription cost of a 100-user cloud-based ECM implementation will range 
from $120,000 to $360,000. 

 
• These costs may be increased by up-front expenditures for database set-up, user 

training, and other implementation services, which may be provided by the ECM 
software developer, an authorized reseller, or a qualified consultant.  An on-premises 
ECM installation involves an initial capital investment for software and implementation 
services with continuing annual payments for technical support.  Over a 5-year period, 
the resulting per-user costs are similar to those of a cloud-based implementation.   
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• Whether an on-premises installation or cloud-based service is involved, the per-user 
cost of an ECM implementation will be lower than the average annual cost of office 
space per employee as calculated in the preceding section.  The cost difference ranges 
from $2,600 to $5,000 per employee per year. If 100 employees continue to work 
remotely rather returning to the office when permitted to do so, the potential annual 
savings will range from $260,000 to $500,000.  In the most expensive geographic 
locations, ECM costs will be a small fraction of office space costs and the resulting 
annual savings will be much greater.   

 
Carrying the analysis further, the return on investment for an in-office vs. ECM-supported 
remote working comparison can be estimated using the accounting rate of return (ARR), an 
easily calculated ROI measure. The formula for the accounting rate of return is: 
 
ARR = (C/I) * 100 
 
where: 
 
 ARR = the accounting rate of return as a percentage value. 
 C = the net annual cash inflows, in the form of revenues or savings, associated with 

an investment. Net annual cash inflows are the annual revenues or savings after 
all expenses are considered. 

 I = the investment amount. 
 
Assuming a 100-user cloud-based ECM implementation at a cost of $3,600 per user per year, an 
estimate at the top of the range discussed above, the investment amount is $360,000 per year.   
At $6,200 per employee per year, which is the average total occupancy cost for office space in 
10 major metropolitan areas, the annual value of office space that is no longer needed is 
$620,000.  This is the annual cash inflow in the form of savings.  Further assume that an 
organization must pay a one-time penalty of $200,000 to terminate its lease for the excess 
space. The annual savings minus the penalty amount equals $420,000, which represents the net 
annual cash inflow (savings) for the year in which the lease is terminated. 
 
Thus, if an investment (I) of $360,000 in an ECM implementation will yield a net annual cash 
inflow (C) of $620,000, the annual rate of return for the first year would be: 
 

ARR = ($420,000/$360,000) * 100  
ARR = 1.17*100  
ARR = 117 percent 

 
After the first year, the net cash inflow (savings)  will equal $620,000, which represents the 
lease payments that the organization will avoid if remote working continues. 
 
Like other ROI measures, the accounting rate of return is a screening mechanism for acceptable 
investments.  The calculated ARR is compared to a minimum acceptable rate of return, which is 
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defined by an organization’s financial officers and investment analysts.  The minimum 
acceptable rate is usually based on an organization’s cost of capital or its borrowing rate.  An 
ARR of 117 percent would exceed both of those measures by a wide margin.  In this example, 
the cost savings offered by ECM-enabled remote working are so great that an organization 
could pay a lease-termination penalty up to $450,000 and still achieve an ARR of 20 percent in 
the first year.24 
 
 
Caveats 
 
Caveats apply to all cost analysis, and this one is no exception:  
 

• The analysis assumes that remote working is compatible with an organization’s strategic 
objectives and with an employee’s duties and responsibilities apart from those for which 
an ECM implementation is relevant.   
 

• The analysis assumes that a sufficient number of employees will be required or allowed 
to work remotely for a long enough period of time to warrant disposing of the office 
space they would otherwise occupy.  

 
• The analysis assumes that an organization is able to dispose of unneeded office space 

within a reasonable period of time. This may be possible for office space acquired 
through commercial lease or rental arrangements, but it does not apply to organizations 
that own the buildings they occupy unless they are able to sell those buildings or have 
an alternative use for the unneeded space—to house a business operation that 
currently occupies leased office space elsewhere, for example.  Cost avoidance 
associated with modification of existing space or acquisition of additional space to 
accommodate physical distancing requirements for returning employees is equally 
applicable to organizations that own, lease, or rent office space. 

 
• The analysis assumes that an ECM implementation will be based on a thorough analysis 

of user’s requirements for document indexing, retrieval, viewing, printing, and 
downloading and that remote workers are willing and able to access and use the ECM 
application efficiently and effectively.  The analysis further assumes that the ECM 
implementation will provide a managed repository of documents that remote workers 
need and that it will not be cluttered with transitory documents, miscellaneous 
material, and personal items that will impair its usability.  If that occurs, an ECM 
implementation will offer little advantage over online access to documents saved on 
shared drives. 
 

• Remote working shifts office costs from an organization to its employees.  While an 
employer may provide laptop computers or other mobile devices, remote workers must 
provide heated, lighted, and appropriately furnished office space in their own homes, 
and they may also be expected to supply their own broadband network connections and 
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Internet access. The cost calculations assume that an organization will not compensate 
its employees for home office space or telecommunications arrangements by paying a 
portion of their monthly rent or mortgage, reimbursing them for office equipment and 
furniture they purchase, and paying for all or part of their monthly utility bills and 
Internet charges.  If an employer does reimburse these costs, the compensation must be 
deducted from the anticipated savings.25 
 

• The analysis assumes that an ECM implementation will become fully operational within 
a reasonable time frame.  The anticipated savings will not begin until that occurs. For 
rapid implementation, a cloud-based ECM application may be preferable to on-premises 
installation. 
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